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New Zealand Fisheries TourNew Zealand Fisheries Tour
•• Hosted by: Hosted by: Dr. Christopher Dewees Sea Grant, Dr. Christopher Dewees Sea Grant, 

UCDavisUCDavis..

•• Funded by: Funded by: The Moore Foundation, Sand County The Moore Foundation, Sand County 
Foundation, AlexFoundation, Alex C. Walker Foundation and Sea C. Walker Foundation and Sea 

Grant.Grant.

•• 22 Participants from around the US 22 Participants from around the US 
Mostly fisherman, 5 from New EnglandMostly fisherman, 5 from New England

•• Sea Grant remained neutral throughoutSea Grant remained neutral throughout
providing participants with the resources to form their        providing participants with the resources to form their        
own conclusions.own conclusions.

•• The Participants came away with a good The Participants came away with a good 
understanding of the Quota Management understanding of the Quota Management 
System.System.



Legal Basis of Fisheries SettlementLegal Basis of Fisheries Settlement

1987  Waitangi Tribunal Muriwhenua

“Their fisheries” means their business and activity in fishing, 
including the places where they fished and their property 

rights in fishing”

1987 High Court - Injunction

There is at least an arguable case that the proposed actions 
(QMS) were in conflict with the statutory prescription and 

could have an effect contrary to those rights



Nature of RightNature of Right
1987 High Court – Justice Greig

“I am satisfied that there is a strong case that before 
1840 Maori had a highly developed and controlled 
fishery over the whole of the coast of New Zealand, at 
least where they were living.  That was divided into 
zones under the control and authority of hapu and 
tribes of the district.  Each of these hapu and tribes had 
the dominion, perhaps the rangatiratanga, over those 
fisheries.  Those fisheries had a commercial element 
and were not purely recreational or ceremonial or 
merely for the sustenance of the local dwellers”.



1986 Major Economic Crisis.1986 Major Economic Crisis.
•• In 1986, New Zealand was in a major economic crisis. A new In 1986, New Zealand was in a major economic crisis. A new 

government (political party) was voted in and economists from government (political party) was voted in and economists from 
Canada and the US were brought in as consultants as to turn the Canada and the US were brought in as consultants as to turn the 
countrycountry’’s economy around. The fisheries were deemed overs economy around. The fisheries were deemed over--fished fished 
and on the edge of collapse. and on the edge of collapse. 

•• The New Zealand fishing fleet  was overThe New Zealand fishing fleet  was over--capitalized with too many capitalized with too many 
participants. This resulted in the adoption of a economic model participants. This resulted in the adoption of a economic model for for 
fisheries management  the Quota Management System (QMS).fisheries management  the Quota Management System (QMS).

•• In 1986, New Zealand adopted and implemented a Quota In 1986, New Zealand adopted and implemented a Quota 
Management System (QMS).  The government has adjusted the Management System (QMS).  The government has adjusted the 
(QMS) program a few times since but in general  it has been in i(QMS) program a few times since but in general  it has been in its ts 
current form since its inception. current form since its inception. 

•• Participation was based on catch history. Aggregation limits (onParticipation was based on catch history. Aggregation limits (on the the 
ownership of quota) were initially set. After a few years, compaownership of quota) were initially set. After a few years, companies nies 
lobbied the govt., and were able to have the aggregation limits lobbied the govt., and were able to have the aggregation limits 
changed. changed. 

•• Today, ten (10) companies own 90% of quota and Today, ten (10) companies own 90% of quota and four(4) of those  four(4) of those  
major companies own 72% of the quota. major companies own 72% of the quota. 



Quota Based Management SystemsQuota Based Management Systems
•• New Zealand exports 90% of the fish landed.New Zealand exports 90% of the fish landed.
•• Most of the processing plants we visited were equal to or exceedMost of the processing plants we visited were equal to or exceeded ed 

our plants in the US. our plants in the US. 
•• Because industry pays fees on the quota, they are very consciousBecause industry pays fees on the quota, they are very conscious of of 

and demand efficiency within the government.and demand efficiency within the government.
•• The demand for efficiency lead to the privatization of some The demand for efficiency lead to the privatization of some 

government agencies.government agencies.
•• Industry pays for independent science, data management, and Industry pays for independent science, data management, and 

quota management.quota management.
•• Industry pays Industry pays ““resource rentsresource rents”” on their quota and on their quota and ““deemed valuedeemed value””

on quota that goes unused .on quota that goes unused .
•• Quota owners must always balance their catch to their quota. Quota owners must always balance their catch to their quota. 
•• Deemed value is the fee you pay if you catch and land a species Deemed value is the fee you pay if you catch and land a species 

that you do not have enough for.that you do not have enough for.
•• Quota can be purchased or leased from other vessels or processorQuota can be purchased or leased from other vessels or processors.s.
•• Once quota is balanced the deemed value fee is reimbursed.  Once quota is balanced the deemed value fee is reimbursed.  



Quota Based Management SystemsQuota Based Management Systems
•• Over 28 million dollars are paid to the government by industry Over 28 million dollars are paid to the government by industry 

which is then used for enforcement and implementation of which is then used for enforcement and implementation of 
management measures. management measures. ““ it is clear that QMS would have it is clear that QMS would have 
government support.government support.

•• Because science is fully independent, scientist present fact andBecause science is fully independent, scientist present fact and dodo--
not recommend policy or management actions.not recommend policy or management actions.

•• Management actions are left to a management advisory board and Management actions are left to a management advisory board and 
the Ministry of Fisheries.the Ministry of Fisheries.

•• The privatization of science and data collection has lead to a hThe privatization of science and data collection has lead to a high igh 
level of transparency.level of transparency.

•• Openness and clear management goals have helped with the Openness and clear management goals have helped with the 
stewardship of the resource and trust in private agencies.stewardship of the resource and trust in private agencies.

•• The government has a higher level of authority when it comes to The government has a higher level of authority when it comes to 
decision making without lots of public input and objection.decision making without lots of public input and objection.

•• It is common practice for the Ministry of Fisheries to make broaIt is common practice for the Ministry of Fisheries to make broad d 
decisions  regarding the total allowable commercial catch (TACC)decisions  regarding the total allowable commercial catch (TACC)
following the advisors and scientists. following the advisors and scientists. 



Positives of a Quota Management SystemPositives of a Quota Management System

•• From a biological prospective, the QMS does pass the test. AfterFrom a biological prospective, the QMS does pass the test. After
interviewing the processors, the government and the fishermen, tinterviewing the processors, the government and the fishermen, the he 
consensus is that the fish stocks are better managed with a QMS.consensus is that the fish stocks are better managed with a QMS.

•• Approximately 80% of the stocks are rebuilt with another 20% Approximately 80% of the stocks are rebuilt with another 20% 
under a rebuilding program.under a rebuilding program.

•• New Zealand does not have to meet the same 10 year rebuilding New Zealand does not have to meet the same 10 year rebuilding 
goals or timelines as the United States.goals or timelines as the United States.

•• Stewardship, those that remained in the fishery have seemed to Stewardship, those that remained in the fishery have seemed to 
developed a higher level of stewardship. In many occasions developed a higher level of stewardship. In many occasions 
stakeholders have asked to close large areas of stakeholders have asked to close large areas of ““critical habitscritical habits”” and and 
made them made them MarineMarine protected Areas (protected Areas (MPAsMPAs). ). 

•• QuotaQuota’’s, In some case stakeholders have asked that the set quota s, In some case stakeholders have asked that the set quota 
by the Ministry Of Fisheries be cut dramatically in order to rebby the Ministry Of Fisheries be cut dramatically in order to rebuild uild 
the stock faster.the stock faster.



Negatives of a Quota Management SystemNegatives of a Quota Management System
•• QMS is  purely an economic model, social interests are overlookeQMS is  purely an economic model, social interests are overlooked.d.
•• Capitalism doesn't consider mom and pop operations as they are Capitalism doesn't consider mom and pop operations as they are 

considered considered ““inefficient.inefficient.””
•• Profitability is the only measuring stick used.Profitability is the only measuring stick used.
•• New Zealand claimed it did not have New Zealand claimed it did not have ““fishing communitiesfishing communities”” and and 

instead had communities that had fishing in them.instead had communities that had fishing in them.
•• If consolidation eliminated fishing from a community it was a If consolidation eliminated fishing from a community it was a 

casualty of business. casualty of business. 
•• Public did not benefit from having increased  fish stocks.Public did not benefit from having increased  fish stocks.
•• The general response we got was that the public could not affordThe general response we got was that the public could not afford to to 

buy fish in the local marketbuy fish in the local market
•• The price in the domestic market was consistent with the price The price in the domestic market was consistent with the price 

received from exports.received from exports.
•• Most people we spoke with only ate fish by either catching it Most people we spoke with only ate fish by either catching it 

themselves or an occasional trip to a restaurant. themselves or an occasional trip to a restaurant. 



Quota Management SystemQuota Management System

•• This system does work for the fish, but it comes with high priceThis system does work for the fish, but it comes with high prices to s to 
the community, infrastructure, fishermen, and the general publicthe community, infrastructure, fishermen, and the general public. It . It 
promotes sustainability for fish, and at the same time eliminatepromotes sustainability for fish, and at the same time eliminates  s  
fishermen, small fish processors, infrastructure.fishermen, small fish processors, infrastructure.

•• The biggest downfall of the New Zealand Quota management The biggest downfall of the New Zealand Quota management 
system is that it eliminated the small boat independent owner system is that it eliminated the small boat independent owner 
operation. The feeling is that itoperation. The feeling is that it’’s easier for government to deal with s easier for government to deal with 
a few large companies rather than lots of small owner/operator a few large companies rather than lots of small owner/operator 
operations.operations.

•• New Zealand exports 90% of their fish at high prices, the domestNew Zealand exports 90% of their fish at high prices, the domestic ic 
market prices reflect export prices, which makes fish unaffordabmarket prices reflect export prices, which makes fish unaffordable le 
for most citizens.for most citizens.

•• In New Zealand whole fishing communities were eliminated with In New Zealand whole fishing communities were eliminated with 
this system.this system.



Quota Management SystemQuota Management System

•• Consolidation was rapid. Initially, fishermen sold out to companConsolidation was rapid. Initially, fishermen sold out to companies ies 
with capital.with capital.

•• With only 4 major companies to sell to fishermen either bring thWith only 4 major companies to sell to fishermen either bring their eir 
quota to a company or find themselves with a lesser market valuequota to a company or find themselves with a lesser market value
since there are only a few independent companies.since there are only a few independent companies.

•• After twenty years  a high level of bitterness remains between After twenty years  a high level of bitterness remains between 
those who sold out and those that remained in the fishery. The those who sold out and those that remained in the fishery. The 
fishermen that remained feel as though they got a raw deal.fishermen that remained feel as though they got a raw deal.

•• There is anger and bitterness toward the Maori Indians and the There is anger and bitterness toward the Maori Indians and the 
fact that received a high amount of quota and cash and now own fact that received a high amount of quota and cash and now own 
a major company and were entitled to 20% of any new species to a major company and were entitled to 20% of any new species to 
enter the QMS system. enter the QMS system. 

•• There was a huge battle brewing with the recreational sector.There was a huge battle brewing with the recreational sector.



Quota Management SystemQuota Management System
•• The initial allocations did not consider or include the ever groThe initial allocations did not consider or include the ever growing wing 

recreational sector and there was a push to stabilize that fisherecreational sector and there was a push to stabilize that fishery but ry but 
recreational representatives were adamantly opposed.recreational representatives were adamantly opposed.

•• Fishermen feel like Fishermen feel like ““hired hands.hired hands.””
•• Fishing corporations lured independents quota holders by matchinFishing corporations lured independents quota holders by matching g 

quota 1to1 with a 15% fee on the company quota.quota 1to1 with a 15% fee on the company quota.
•• ByBy--catch is as hard to deal with in a QMS as it is in any system.catch is as hard to deal with in a QMS as it is in any system.
•• New Zealand does not have hard New Zealand does not have hard TACTAC’’ss on byon by--catch as long as there catch as long as there 

is enough quota to balance out at the end of the fishing year.is enough quota to balance out at the end of the fishing year.
•• New Zealand does not appear to have fishery shut downs when New Zealand does not appear to have fishery shut downs when 

reaching byreaching by--catch levels.catch levels.
•• What becomes of the boats?  The (QMS) creates a value that is What becomes of the boats?  The (QMS) creates a value that is 

associated with the permit. The boat becomes a less valuable associated with the permit. The boat becomes a less valuable 
commodity. (especially if they are small or medium size boats.)commodity. (especially if they are small or medium size boats.)

•• Abandon boats, Plans must be made to dispose of unwanted fishingAbandon boats, Plans must be made to dispose of unwanted fishing
vessels or else they will have piers and mooring cluttered and vessels or else they will have piers and mooring cluttered and 
become a hazard and liability to the harbor.become a hazard and liability to the harbor.



The following are issues that need to be included in public The following are issues that need to be included in public 
debate prior to implementation of a Quota Management debate prior to implementation of a Quota Management 

System.System.
•• 1.1. Discussion of privatization of the resource.Discussion of privatization of the resource.
•• 2.2. The issue of resource rentals as it applies to the issuing of tThe issue of resource rentals as it applies to the issuing of the he 

initial quota.initial quota.
•• 3.3. A discussion about the long term consequences of a quota A discussion about the long term consequences of a quota 

management system.management system.
•• 4.4. The actual design details of the system.The actual design details of the system.
•• 5.5. A discussion of the theory of an IFQ system vs. the reality of A discussion of the theory of an IFQ system vs. the reality of its its 

implementation. i.e.. absolute vs. proportional quotas.implementation. i.e.. absolute vs. proportional quotas.
•• 6.6. Initial allocation of quota including the appeals process.Initial allocation of quota including the appeals process.
•• 7.7. Allocation between commercial and recreational sectors.Allocation between commercial and recreational sectors.
•• 8.8. Spatial issues i.e.. aquaculture, oil and gas, and Spatial issues i.e.. aquaculture, oil and gas, and MPA'sMPA's
•• 9.9. Rebuilding schedules vs. quota governance.Rebuilding schedules vs. quota governance. i.e. applicability of i.e. applicability of 

Magnusson.Magnusson.

Summary of discussion with Rick Boyd, New Zealand MFISHSummary of discussion with Rick Boyd, New Zealand MFISH



New Zealand TourNew Zealand Tour



NelsonNelson
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